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ABSTRACT 

Effectiveness of seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) pretreatment systems in removing 
transparent exopolymer particles (TEP) substances 

 

Shang Tse Lee 

Transparent exopolymer particles (TEP) have been reported as one of the main factors of 

membrane fouling in seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) process. Research has been 

focused on algal TEP so far, overlooking bacterial TEP. This thesis investigated the 

effects of coagulation on removal of bacterial TEP/TEP precursors in seawater and 

subsequent reduction on TEP fouling in ultrafiltration (UF), as a pretreatment of SWRO. 

Furthermore, the performance of pretreatment (coagulation + UF) has been investigated 

on a bench-scale SWRO system. 

TEP/TEP precursors were harvested from a strain of marine bacteria, Pseudoalteromonas 

atlantica, isolated from the Red Sea. Isolated bacterial organic matter (BOM), containing 

1.5 mg xanthan gum eq./L TEP/TEP precursors, were dosed in Red Sea water to mimic a 

high TEP concentration event. Bacterial TEP/TEP precursors added to seawater were 

coagulated with ferric chloride and aluminum sulfate at different dosages and pH. Results 

showed that ferric chloride had a better removal efficiency on TEP/TEP precursors.  

Afterwards, the non-coagulated/coagulated seawater were tested on a UF system at a 

constant flux of 130 L/m2h, using two types of commercially available membranes, with 

pore sizes of 50 kDa and 100 kDa, respectively. The fouling potential of coagulated water 

was determined by the Modified Fouling Index (MFI-UF). Transmembrane pressure 

(TMP) was also continuously monitored to investigate the fouling development on UF 

membranes. TEP concentrations in samples were determined by the alcian blue staining 
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assay. Liquid chromatography-organic carbon detection (LC-OCD) was used to 

determine the removal of TEP precursors with particular emphasis on biopolymers.  

Finally, SWRO tests showed that TEP/TEP precursors had a high fouling potential as 

indicated by MFI-UF, corresponding to the TMP measurements. Coagulation could 

substantially reduce TEP/TEP precursors fouling in UF when its dosage was equal or 

higher than 0.2 mg Fe/L. The flux decline experiments showed that coagulation + UF 

pretreated water had a smaller fouling potential than MF pretreated water. This thesis also 

provides useful and practical information on controlling bacterial TEP/TEP precursors 

fouling in UF and RO systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Reverse osmosis (RO) operational problem related with transparent exopolymer 

particles (TEP) 

The seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) membrane filtration has been widely applied in 

seawater desalination throughout the world for decades due to its relatively low cost 

compared to traditional distillation process (e.g., multi-stage flash (MSF) and multiple-

effect distillation (MED)). However, biofouling of SWRO membranes continues to be a 

problem in seawater desalination [1, 2]. This is particularly so for this region (Gulf 

Cooperation Council/ Middle East and North Africa), where the Red Sea and Gulf of 

Arabia waters with higher salinity and with periodic algal blooms (Red tide), resulted in 

reluctance to embrace this technology to more traditional distillation process. This is also 

due to this technology has not yet been demonstrated to be effective under such 

challenging conditions.  

There are many factors caused the biofouling. Recently, transparent exopolymer particles 

(TEP) have been reported as a major component of biofilms [3, 4]. In the Mediterranean 

Sea, TEP are frequently formed and often cause fouling events. Consequently, these 

substances can form a sticky biofilm on the RO membranes if the seawater containing 

TEP is used as feed water for desalination plants. For this reason, they may enhance RO 

membrane biofouling, requiring frequent cleaning and replacement of membranes. This 

finding could also be extended to other regions around the world, including this region, 

where similar conditions are reported. This thesis will look into various pretreatment 
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schemes and strategies toward minimizing TEP and in reducing biofouling for SWRO 

membranes. 

 

 

 

Figure. 1.1: The biofouling of TEP substance on membrane [5] 

 

1.2 What is TEP? 

TEP are ubiquitous in both ocean and fresh water, and defined as sticky particles larger 

than 0.4 µm, mainly composed of acidic polysaccharides and stainable with alcian blue 

[6]. Spontaneous self-assembly of dissolved precursors is a major process of TEP 

formation [7, 8]. Algae and bacteria have been generally considered to be the major 
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source of TEP in water ecosystems [9], either releasing dissolved TEP precursors to water 

during exponential growth [10, 11] or excreting TEP directly via sloughing and lysis of 

senescent cells [12]. In the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf, some desalination plants were 

forced to shut down due to serious fouling during an algae bloom period, which may have 

been to do with the presence of TEP [13].  

 

Figure 1.2: The shape of transparent exopolymer particles (TEP) [5] 

 

1.3 Coagulation in water treatment 

Coagulation involves the addition of a chemical coagulant or coagulants for the purpose 
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of conditioning the suspended, colloidal, and dissolved matter. The objective of the 

coagulation process depends on the source of the water and the nature of the suspended, 

colloidal, and dissolved organic constituents.  Coagulations by the addition of the 

hydrolyzing chemicals such as alum and iron salts and/or organic polymers can involve 

the destabilization of small suspended and colloidal particulate matter, the adsorption 

and/or reaction of portions of the colloidal and dissolved NOM to particles, and the 

creation of flocculant particles that will sweep through the water to be treated, enmeshing 

small suspended, colloidal, and dissolved material as they settle [14]. 

In water treatment, coagulation is commonly pretreatment. For example, using metal salts 

such as iron and aluminium [15]. Feed water after coagulation can reduce transmembrane 

pressure (TMP) and non-backwashable fouling in UF systems increasing [16, 17]. The 

advantage of coagulation including reduced pore blocking, higher permeability of the 

cake/gel layer formed on the membrane surface and reduced strength of adhesion of 

particles such as size, so it can enhance hydraulic performance of the UF membranes. 

Coagulation also can improve permeate quality by increasing dissolved organic matter 

removal [16]. Coagulation mechanisms are highly pH-dependent [18, 19]. Possible 

mechanisms for organic matter coagulation are chemical precipitation by complexation 

with soluble metal species for pH < 6 and adsorption to and/or get caught in metal 

hydroxide precipitates for pH > 6 [20, 21]. However, the optimum pH values for organic 

matter complexation may be different than above due to the high ionic strength in 

seawater [22, 23]. 
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Figure 1.3: The principle of coagulation [24] 

 

1.4 Ultrafiltration (UF) in water treatment 

Because of the excellent quality of the permeate of membrane filtration, it has become 

increasingly popular in water treatment. Moreover, the number of installation all over the 

world has increased dramatically over the past decades. The conventional membrane 

filtration consists of microfiltration (MF), ultrafiltration (UF), nanofiltration (NF) and 

reverse osmosis (RO). MF and UF are low pressure membrane processes, while NF and 

RO are high pressure membrane processes with smaller pore sizes than MF and UF.  In 

Figure 1.4, an over view of different pore size of compounds removed shown. In practice, 

UF is mainly used for the removed of bacteria, turbidity, micro-organisms and viruses 

[25]. The successful removal of suspended solids for UF is at least 99%. The removal of 
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bacteria, micro-organisms and viruses is up to 99.99% [14]. However, the removal of 

dissolved organics is limited for UF. 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Overview of different membrane filtration processes and sizes of compounds 

removed [26] 

 

NF and RO require high quality feed water, but conventional treatments (such as 

coagulation and sand filtration) cannot guarantee a stable supply of high quality feed 

water. Therefore, due to the high removal of suspended solids by UF, it has recently been 

used as a pretreatment for NF and RO to reduce their fouling. 
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1.5 Reverse osmosis (RO) in water treatment 

RO is usually employed for desalination of saline water passes through a semipermeable 

membrane from a feed solution with high salinity overcoming the osmotic pressure by 

applied hydraulic pressure as driving force (usually using a feed pump). The salt is 

retained by the membrane (Figure 1.5). In practical water is pumped at high pressure 

across the surface of the membrane, as shown in Figure 1.6. Water passing through the 

membrane, call permeate, is relatively free of targeted dissolved solutes, while the 

remaining water, called reject stream, (also commonly called concentrate, retentate, or 

brine), exits at the far end of the pressure vessel.  

 

Figure 1.5: The principle of osmosis and reverse osmosis [27] 

 

Figure 1.6: The separation process through reverse osmosis membrane [27] 
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Among all desalination technologies, seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) is the most 

internationally widespread technology [28]. The continuous process improvements to 

reduce costs are leading to increased commercial interest in this technology. These 

developments are based mainly on the innovation of new membrane materials, module 

designs, process design, pretreatments, and energy recovery or reducing energy 

consumption. In addition, nanotechnology has opened the way to incorporating 

nanomaterials into RO processes [29]. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Coagulation for TEP to seawater 

Most studies on coagulation in UF systems address fouling due to natural organic matter 

(NOM) by measuring surrogate parameters such as dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and 

UV absorbance at 254 nm [30, 31]. Henderson et al. [32] demonstrated that algal organic 

matter (AOM) is of a very different character to NOM and therefore existing knowledge 

on NOM coagulation may not be adequate to explain the effect of coagulation on AOM 

fouling potential and removal in UF systems. A recently developed surrogate for 

quantifying AOM concentrations in freshwater and seawater is biopolymers 

concentration measured by liquid chromatography-organic carbon detection (LC-OCD) 

[33, 34]. Recent studies have shown remarkable correlations between biopolymers 

concentration as measured by LC-OCD in different surface waters with reversible and 

irreversible UF membrane fouling [35, 36]. Tabatabai et al. [37] investigated the effect of 

coagulation on fouling potential and removal of AOM in UF systems. Until now, most of 

TEP related studies on membrane biofouling have been focused on algal derived TEP. 

However, TEP can also produce by bacteria in sea or surface water [38]. It has been 

reported that bacteria contributed to the formation of TEP in coastal waters of Agami 

Bay, Japan [39].   

This work focused on BOM, specifically, bacteria TEP. It is obtained from a marine 

bacteria, Pseudoalteromonas atlantica, was coagulated under different conditions of 

dose, pH and the fouling behavior in a UF system were studied. 
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2.2 UF membrane Properties 

2.2.1 Material 

UF membranes can be divided into two main categories. The first category includes 

membranes that are made from organic polymers such as polyethylene (PE), polyether 

sulfone (PES) and Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). While the second category contains 

membranes made form inorganic materials such as ceramic, glass and metals [40]. 

Organic membranes also are divided into two other groups hydrophobic group and 

hydrophilic group [41]. Hydrophilic membranes are the one that are made from cellulose 

or its products and many of the membrane manufacturers still use this material to produce  

UF membranes. However the main disadvantage of cellulose acetate is that it is sensitive 

to acid and alkaline hydrolysis and temperature. Polyethersulfone (PESM) (used in this 

research) is considered a hydrophilic and also commonly used for UF membranes [42]. 

Advance technologies are used to blend hydrophobic with hydrophilic polymers to 

modify them to reduce membrane fouling [43]. Inorganic membranes are characterized 

by their exceptional stability at high temperatures (over 1000 °C) and extreme pH values 

[42]. However, the main disadvantage is that they are mechanically weak on another 

word brittle [42]. 

2.2.2 Pore size or molecular weight cut off (MWCO) 

The MWCO is defined by measuring and knowing the MW of the solute that has been 

95-98% rejected by the membrane [44]. UF membranes pores ranges from 1 to 100 kilo-

Dalton or it can be said it is around 5 to 100 nm. Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 below shows 
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the different pores and pore sizes by SEM images for inner and outer surfaces of the 

membranes used in this research [45]. 

 
 
Figure  2.1: SEM image shows pores sizes of the inner face of inside-out different UF 100 

kDa (left) and UF 50k Da (right) [45] 

 

 
  
Figure  2.2:  SEM image shows different pore sizes of the outer face of inside-out UF 100 

kDa (left) and UF 50 kDa (right) [45] 

 

Therefore, UF is basically used as a replacement for conventional filtration but with 

smaller scale and same productivity of permeate volume [46]. However UF membranes 

have smaller pores allowing it to be used for removing of turbidity and small particulate 
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matter such as viruses, microorganism and any substances with MWCO between 10 – 

500 kDa as shown in Figure 1.4, which shows different sizes of matters that can be 

removed by different membranes. However, MWCO of any membrane does not 

guarantee that it will reject all compounds within the specific size but there are some 

other factors such as the shape of the molecule, polarity, and membrane/solute interaction 

which affect the rejection [47]. Moreover, membrane surface characteristics such as 

porosity of the surface and distribution of the pore sizes may also influence the apparent 

particles size and so the rejection [40]. 

2.2.3 Module configuration or Pressure configuration 

The smallest area in which the membrane is being packed is called module [41]. Different 

modules are available commercially but all of them depend on one of two configurations: 

1) flat or 2) tubular. While plate-and-frame and spiral wound shown on Figure 2.3 are flat 

membranes [41]. 

  
 
 

Figure  2.3:  on the left Schematic diagram for a plate and frame module, and in the right, a 

schematic diagram for the spiral wound module [41] 
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However the hollow fiber and tubular type membranes as shown in Figure 2.4 are tubular. 

Out of all of these modules the hollow fiber module can provide the largest possible 

packed membrane area per unit volume that means it is the most economical and it is the 

most common configuration for UF membranes used for water treatment [48]. In this 

work only hollow fiber membranes provided by different manufacturers have been used. 

 

Figure 2.4: The left schematic diagram for a hollow fiber membrane and the right shows 

tubular type membrane [48] 

 

Hollow fiber membranes have the smallest tube diameter generally 0.5-1.5 mm diameter 

(< 5 mm) and they are packed in the module in huge amounts as shown in Figure 2.5 

[49]. Another very important advantage of using this configuration for water pretreatment 

is that it does not need an extensive pretreatment since it can be backwashed by reversing 

the flow direction and flushed the cake layer that forms on the membrane surface [50]. 
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Figure  2.5:  Couple of thousands of hollow fibers membranes packed in module [49] 

 

Two different modes are used for the feed water that passes through the membrane 

inside-out or outside-in simply described on Figure 2.6. In outside-in mode the feed water 

surrounds the membranes and permeates are collected inside the fibers. This design is 

better than inside-out because it has a larger contact surface area between the membrane 

and the feed. While in the inside –out scheme the feed flows inside the hollow fibers and 

the permeate is collected outside the fibers [51]. This system has better hydrodynamic 

flow than the out-in mode [47]. 

 
 

Figure  2.6:  Hollow fiber module of the inside-out (left) and outside-in (right)[51] 

 

2.2.4 Process configuration 

Mainly two system configurations are used: dead end and cross flow systems [41]. It is 

mainly the relation between the direction of the feed water and the surface of the 

membrane. Both modes are differing mainly in filtrate rate, recovery, flux and permeate 

quality. 
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Dead end filtration mode 

It is the most used configuration in water desalination plants [42]. In this schematic 

Figure 2.9 the recovery is 100% but some of this portion is used for backwashing (5- 

15%)[41]. So, in dead end mode: 

Qfeed = Qpermeate 

However, more solids build up on the membrane surface and fouling cake layer is created 

as shown in Figure 2.7 [41]. 

  
 

Figure  2.7:  Flux decline vs. fouling increase in Dead end filtration mode [41] 

 

So, this mode requires backwashing more frequently than cross flow filtrations [52]. 

Additionally, after some time the TMP becomes higher and the backwash gets more 

difficult meaning it needs additional membrane cleaning and that is called chemical 

enhanced backwash CEB as shown in the Figure 2.8 [52]. 
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Figure  2.8:  A explains TMP changing with time, B after Backwash and C represents CEB 

effect [52] 

 

Nowadays, most desalination plants using UF membranes are using dead-end mode 

because it requires fewer energy compared to the high velocity of the feed water pumped 

required in cross flow to prevent fouling which result in increased head loss and energy 

consumption [52]. 

Cross flow filtration mode 

In contrast to the dead end, in cross flow mode water flows parallel to the membrane as 

shown in Figure 2.9. This mode is used mostly in industrial applications since it has a less 

tendency to foul compared to the dead end [41]. However, the cross flow scheme is 

different since: 

QRfeed R= QRpremeateR + QRconcentrate 

This is preferred in some industrial applications since the solids are flushed continuously 

with the concentrate resulting in a longer life for the membrane and of course less 
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backwashes as well [41]. Another advantage of this system is that it can be converted to a 

dead end mode by closing the discharge valve [52]. 

  
 

Figure  2.9:  Modeling of the dead end mode (left) and cross flow mode (right) [38] 

 

2.2.5 Fouling 

Fouling is strongly related to the flux either by decreasing the flux in case of constant 

pressure processes or by increasing the TPM in case of constant flux [53]. It happened in 

two different phases: 

1) Reversible fouling: accumulation over a filtration cycle or between cleaning intervals. 

2) Irreversible fouling: over the life of the membrane module and this one takes several 

forms, particulate/colloidal fouling, organic fouling and biofouling [54]. 
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2.3 Effect of TEP on membrane biofouling 

As surface-active acidic polysaccharides, TEP can attach onto or be easily adsorbed by 

other solid surfaces including membranes. They can also serve as a nutrient source for the 

microbial growth in ocean water or freshwater although the TEP concentrations in natural 

water bodies are often lower than 1,000 μg Xeq.L−1 [6]. It has been reported that TEP can 

be colonized by bacteria [6], and consequently, these bacteria can be brought to solid 

surfaces through attachment of TEP due to their high stickiness. This in turn suggests a 

possible mechanism by which TEP may initiate membrane biofouling particularly if 

pretreatments before membrane processes only achieve partial removal of TEP. The TEP-

associated membrane biofouling has been reported in membrane filtration of seawater, 

surface water, and wastewater [3, 55]. For example, a positive relationship was found 

between the TEP level in feedwater and membrane fouling rate [4] as well as critical flux 

[55]. Autopsy of fouled RO membranes further confirmed the existence of a significant 

amount of alcian blue-stainable substances on membrane surfaces [56]. All of these 

suggest that TEP may play a role in membrane biofouling. 

Bar-Zeev et al. [3] reported that a relatively large alcian blue-stained area was observed 

on glass slides immersed in seawater for only 18 h, suggesting that the alcian blue-stained 

substances might not be produced by attached bacteria, but instead, they originated from 

TEP in seawater. Such a view was supported by the observations that biofilms were 

developed on a membrane surface after a 50-h operation irrespective of whether 

feedwater was disinfected or not [4]. It is a reasonable assumption that TEP present in the 

feedwater could play a critical role at the early stage of biofilm development onto a 

membrane surface. Recently, with real-time bright field and epifluorescence microscope 
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technique, adhesion of TEP and protobiofilm (extensively colonized TEP) to immersed 

surfaces were observed inside the flow cells upon exposure to overlying untreated 

seawater [5]. On the other hand, biofilm development was significantly inhibited in the 

experiment with seawater filtered through 0.7 μm in which both TEP and protobiofilm 

were reduced significantly. These results suggest that highly sticky TEP and TEP-

associated protobiofilm would facilitate microbial attachment onto a solid surface, 

including the membrane. Such information is important for a better understanding TEP-

associated membrane biofouling. 

Meanwhile, the removal of TEP from water treatment systems has also been investigated. 

Pieces of evidence have shown that particulate TEP (TEP > 0.4 μm) can be readily 

removed by typical pretreatment, such as low-pressure membranes [56, 57]. However, the 

study of Villacorte et al. [56] showed that colloidal TEP (0.1 μm < TEP < 0.4 μm) in feed 

could not be completely removed by microfiltration, ultrafiltration, and combined 

coagulation–sedimentation–rapid sand filtration. As a result, a significant amount of TEP 

can still reach RO membranes after various feedwater pretreatments. For example, in a 

RO desalination plant, it was shown that 90 % of chlorophyll was removed and silting 

density index was significantly lowered through flocculation, sand filtration, and 

microfiltration, yet TEP level was reduced only by 30% [3]. On the other hand, the 

concentration of TEP in seawater (in oligotrophic seawater, TEP concentrations are often 

< 100 μg Xeq.L−1) is often lower than other types of naturally occurring particles and 

DOM. This in turn poses a new challenge on how to efficiently remove such low-

concentration TEP at the pretreatment stage in order to prevent TEP-induced RO 

biofouling. 
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2.4 Progress obtained till now  

Some of the recent researches conducted by WDRC researchers (Dr. Sheng Li et al.) 

indicate that TEP substances exist in dissolved-particulate continuum. The WDRC 

researchers defined different fractions of TEP substances as: 1) particulate TEP (> 0.45 

µm); 2) biopolymer TEP precursors (20000 Da-0.45 µm); and 3) other TEP precursors (< 

3500 Da). Liquid Chromatography - Organic Carbon Detection (LC-OCD) results 

indicated that the isolated dissolved-TEP substances (< 0.45 µm) covered a wide range of 

molecular weights (from 350 to >> 20000 Da), and all algal/bacterial TEP samples 

contained a considerable amount of high-molecular-weight biopolymer TEP (>> 20000 

Da). Bacterial TEP substances are mainly glycoproteins with very little humic-like 

material. Both the nitrogen/carbon (N/C) ratios of LC-OCD analyses and proton nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra suggested that even though algal TEP substances also 

contained protein-like material, but its percentage is lower than the bacterial TEP 

samples. However, the carbohydrate content in algal TEP was higher than bacterial TEP. 

Furthermore, all the algal and bacterial TEP-like substances showed a lectin-like 

property, which may enable them to act as a chemical conditioning layer and to 

agglutinate bacteria, and thus enhance membrane biofouling.  

According to our LC-OCD results, dissolved TEP substances included biopolymer TEP 

(20000 Da), and TEP precursors including low molecular weight materials (350-500 Da), 

so it may be difficult to completely remove them by conventional pretreatments, such as 

rapid sand filtration. Biopolymeric TEP substances are the major portion within TEP 

substances. It can be removed by UF membranes. For UF membranes, the removal of 

biopolymeric TEP may increase with the reduction of MWCO due to the size exclusion. 
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Experiments will be conducted to find out the optimal UF MWCO for RO pretreatment in 

terms of TEP removal. A TEP fouling control scenario of UF including coagulation would 

be investigated, as part of this thesis. 

 

2.5 Research objective 

The primary objective of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of UF and the 

combination of coagulation and ultrafiltration in terms of TEP removal before SWRO.   

Specific objectives: 

 Role of coagulation in evaluating  TEP substances removal  

  Optimize the dosage of coagulant for TEP substances removal 

  Test the performance of commercial UF membrane for TEP substances removal  

  Improve the combined coagulation + UF process 

  Investigate the fouling propensity on RO with different pretreatment process 
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CHAPTER 3 MATERIALS AND METHODS  

3.1 Marine bacteria cultivation and bacterial organic matter (BOM) harvesting  

The marine bacteria, Pseudoalteromonas atlantica (P. atlantica), was isolated from the 

Red Sea. It was incubated and sub-cultured with marine broth (Difco Marine broth 2216, 

Becton, Dickinson and Company) solution. After sub-culturing, the purified bacteria 

stocks (7.5*105 CFU/mL) were inoculated into 500 mL marine broth solution and 

incubated for 10 days at 200 rpm at room temperature on a shaker. After 10 days, marine 

broth solution was centrifuged at 9,000 rpm for 5 minutes and the precipitates were 

discarded. The supernatant was the bacterial organic matter (BOM). The TEP/TEP 

precursors concentration was then measured with alcian blue assay described in Section 

3.6.

 

Figure 3.1: Protocol for isolating BOM harvesting [58] 
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3.2 Feedwater water 

Seawater was collected from Red Sea, about 2.5 km from King Abdullah University of 

Science and Technology (KAUST) coastline, located in the western province of Saudi 

Arabia. The property of seawater is shown in Table 1. 2.5 mg TOC/L BOM, isolated as 

described in Section 3.1, was added in the Red Sea water to mimic a high TEP 

concentration event. This TOC concentration of BOM was encountered in Oosterschelde 

area, South-Western Netherlands during algal bloom events that coincided with very high 

fouling potential in UF systems [59]. The 2.5 mg TOC/L BOM contained at least 1.5 mg 

xanthan gum eq./L TEP/TEP precursors. TEP precursors are shown in Figure 3.3. TEP 

precursors can react with alcian blue and form precipitate. The solution of seawater 

mixed BOM before and after alcian blue were analyzed by LC-OCD. The solution after 

reaction was centrifuged to remove precipitate. The supernatant was analyzed by LC-

OCD again to check fraction of TEP precursors. The biopolymer and humics before 70 

minutes disappeared, which suggested they belong to TEP precursors. 

 

Figure 3.2: The location of the sources water used in the experiments 
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Table 1: Red Sea water and add BOM analysis measured during the study period 

 Red Sea water Red Sea water add BOM 

pH 7.9–8.1 7.9–8.1 

Turbidity (NTU) 0.75–0.85 1.04–1.15 

Conductivity (mS/cm) 59.0–60.1 59.0–60.1 

TOC (mg/L) 0.92–1.01 3.41–3.59 
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Figure 3.3: LC-OCD chromatograms of seawater added BOM solution and after alcian 

blue 
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3.3 Coagulation process 

Coagulation was performed on a standard jar-test apparatus (PB-900 Programmable 6-

Paddle Jar Tester) with 6 paddle motors and 6 beakers. In the coagulation optimizing 

experiments (Section 4.1), the pH was adjusted to the designation value by using 1.0 M 

NaOH and 1.0 H2SO4. After rapid mixing for 1 min at 300 rpm and slow mixing for 2 

min at 100 rpm, the liquid was clarified for 3 min. In the coagulation-UF experiments 

(Section 4.2), the pH value of sample was adjusted to pH in 5.5, by using 1.0 M H2SO4, 

after that the coagulant was added to seawater + BOM sample, the liquid was then 

transferred to the UF system for filtration. During the UF experiments, the liquid was 

kept stirring at 120 rpm. 

 

Coagulants 

Ferric chloride as Iron (III) chloride was obtained as reagent grade, 97% (SIGMA-

ALDRICH) and prepared weekly as a 5000 mg/L solution and stored at 4°C. Aluminium 

sulphate as Al2(SO4)314H2O was obtained as 98% (SIGMA-ALDRICH) and prepared 

weekly as a 5000 mg/L solution and stored at 4°C. 

 

3.4 Cake/gel filtration, fouling potential and prediction of pressure development in 

UF hollow fibers 

In the absence of fouling matter, flow through the membrane is proportional to applied 

pressure and the permeability of the medium. Flow through a membrane can be defined 

based on Darcy’s law for flow through porous media, 
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𝐽 = 𝑑𝑑
A𝑑𝑑

= Δ𝑃
η𝑅𝑚

                                                         Eq.1 

where, J is filtration flux (m/s), ΔP is applied pressure (Pa), A is filtration area (m2), h is 

dynamic viscosity (Pa.s) and Rm is clean membrane resistance (1/m). 

When fouling matter is present in the water, accumulation on the membrane surface 

and/or within the pores results in an increase in resistance to filtration. The resistance in 

series model is commonly used to describe pressure development in UF membranes, 

𝐽 =
Δ𝑃

η(𝑅𝑚 + 𝑅𝑏 + 𝑅𝐶)  

                                                   Eq.2 

where, Rb is resistance imparted to flow due to pore blocking (1/m) and Rc is resistance 

due to cake/gel formation (1/m). 

Ruth et al. [60] defined cake/gel resistance as, 

𝑅𝑐 = 𝑑
𝐴

 𝐼                                                              Eq.3 

where, V is filtered volume (m3) and I is the fouling index (m-2). 

For constant flux filtration, assuming Rb does not play a role after a short period from the 

start of filtration, substituting equation 3 in equation 2 and rearranging gives, 

Δ𝑃 = η𝑅𝑚𝐽 + η𝐼𝐽2t                                                      Eq.4 

Modified Fouling Index (MFI) was originally defined as an index of the fouling potential 

of RO feed water by Schippers and Verdouw [61] for filtration at constant pressure using 

membranes with 0.45 mm pore size as, 
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MFI = η𝐼
2Δ𝑃𝐴2

                                                          Eq.5 

where, ΔP is reference pressure value of 2 bar, η is reference viscosity at 20℃ and A is 

reference filtration area of 13.8×104 m2. 

Further work by Boerlage et al. [62] resulted in the development of MFI-UF for filtration 

at constant flux, using ultrafiltration membranes. In constant flux mode, ’I’ is determined 

from the slope of the linear region in a plot of ΔP versus time and is characteristic of 

cake/gel filtration mechanism. 

The fouling index ’I’ is the product of particle concentration in feed water and the 

average specific resistance ’α’ of the cake/ gel layer formed on the membrane surface. 

The specific cake/gel resistance is a function of particle properties such as size and 

density, and cake/gel properties such as porosity and is defined, for spherical particles, by 

the Carmane-Kozeny relation as, 

𝛼 = −180 (1−ε)
ρ𝑑𝑝2𝜀3

                                                       Eq.6 

where, ε is porosity of the cake/gel layer, ρ is particle density (kg/m3), dp is particle size 

(m). 

MFI-UF and ’I’ represent bulk properties of particles in feed water and therefore reflect 

variations in water quality characteristics. As such, these parameters can be used to assess 

the fouling potential of certain compounds in UF systems. In this thesis MFI-UF 

measured at constant flux through 100 kDa and 50 kDa UF membranes, is used as a tool 

to assess the fouling potential of BOM, in the absence or presence of coagulant. 
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For constant flux operation, pressure increase throughout a filtration cycle is a function of 

membrane properties (i.e., pore size) and feed water characteristics. Initially pore 

blocking is expected to occur resulting in a fast increase in transmembrane pressure 

(TMP) [37]. The MFI-UF tests were conducted by the UF setup shown in Section 3.8.  

All tests were carried out on new membranes for a 30-min filtration on 130 L/m2h.  

In this study, experimentally obtained I values were plugged into equation (1) to predict 

pressure increase in a UF system for BOM filtration in the absence or presence of 

coagulant. Predictions were compared with actual laboratory data of TMP versus time for 

different conditions. 

 

3.5 Water characterization 

Turbidity of raw water and permeate product were measured with Hach 2100AN 

turbidimeter [63]. pH was measured using CyberScan model pH 6000 m [64]. 

Conductivity of the raw water and permeate product were measured by conductivity 

meter (OAKTON model CON 510 series/Conductivity/TDS/ ̊C/F meter [65]). TOC and 

DOC were measured using TOC-V CPH equipment provided by Shimadzu [66], DOC 

samples were pre-filtered with a 0.45 μm GMF filter (Whatman) prior to TOC analysis. 

Liquid Chromatography - Organic Carbon Detection (LC-OCD) 

An LC-OCD analysis instrument (DOC-LABOR Dr. Huber, Germany) was used in this 

study to quantify the amount of TEP precursors and investigate their molecular weight 

distribution [34]. This instrument consists of three detectors: Organic Carbon (OCD); UV 
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at 254 nm (UVD); and organic nitrogen (OND). The principle of this apparatus is 

available online at www.doc-labor.de. The water samples were pre-filtered with a 0.45 

μm GMF filter (Whatman) prior to LC-OCD analysis. Before analyzing actual samples, a 

2000 μL aliquot of 0.1 mol/L NaOH was injected into the separation column (Toyopearl 

TSK HW50S, TOSOH Bioscience GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany) for cleaning, lasting for 

260 minutes. Following the NaOH cleaning, a 2000 μL aliquot of the sample was injected 

for analysis. Afterwards, different fractions of organics were eluted from the column at 

different retention times. The total retention time used in the sample analyses was 180 

minutes. 

Particle size distribution 

Particle size distribution (PSD) was measured by the Nano Sizer LM20 machine 

(Malvern [67]). It is used to analyze the range of nano particles typically between 10 nm 

– 1000 nm depending on particle material. All samples were analyzed in duplicate. 

 

3.6 Determination of TEP/TEP precursor substances 

TEP substances were detected by a rapid spectrophotometric method with alcian blue 

8GX as staining dye, reported by Passow and Alldredge [68]. Briefly, the water sample 

was filtered through a 0.4 μm filter at a low and constant pressure to avoid deformable 

TEP being pushed through the filter. TEP retained on the filter are then stained with 

prefiltered (0.2 μm) alcian blue solution made from 3% acetic acid (pH 2.5). After the 

filter has been gently rinsed with clean water to remove excess dye, it was soaked with 80 

% sulfuric acid for 2 hours to redissolve the dye bound to the particles. Finally, 
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absorbance of alcian blue in the sulfuric acid solution is measured at 787 nm. In this 

method, gum xanthan has been used as a standard chemical of TEP for calibration. The 

TEP concentration is finally expressed as micrograms of gum xanthan equivalent (Xeq.) 

per liter of water. 

 

3.7 Bench-scale setup of UF&RO  

UF setup followed the principles of full-scale treatment plant. As shown in Figure 3.4, 

there are four working phases for UF, including forward flushing, filtration, permeate-

side flushing, and backwash. The duration of each phase and the order of phases can be 

automatically controlled by a Labview program. The UF system was operated at constant 

flux mode with on-line transmembrane pressure (TMP) monitoring. The other water 

quality parameters, such as pH\conductivity\turbidity\temperature, will be measured via 

sampling, along with TEP reduction. 

 

Figure 3.4: Scheme of UF filtration setup. 

A Sepa CF system (Sterlitech Inc.) was used for RO filtration in this study. As shown in 

Figure 3.5, feed water was delivered to the Sepa cell by a high-pressure pump. The feed 

pressure of the Sepa cell was kept constant by a regulating valve, and the excessive feed 
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water was by-passed back into the feed tank. Cross-flow velocity was measured by a flow 

meter (S-114, McMillan), and kept constant by adjusting the needle valve at the 

concentrate stream. All concentrate and permeate were recycled back into the feed tank to 

keep the constant feed volume. 

 

Figure 3.5: Scheme of RO filtration setup. 

 

3.8 Ultrafiltration experiments 

3.8.1 Feed water for filtration tests 

Seven types of feed water were prepared for the UF membranes filtration tests each 

membrane: 1) Seawater (Blank control); 2) Seawater + BOM; 3) Seawater + BOM after 

coagulation with 0.1 mg Fe/L; 4) Seawater + BOM after coagulation with 0.2 mg Fe/L; 

5) Seawater + BOM after coagulation with 0.5 mg Fe/L; 6) Seawater + BOM after 

coagulation with 1 mg Fe/L; 7) Seawater + BOM after coagulation with 6 mg Fe/L 
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3.8.2 UF membranes 

Constant flux experiments was conducted with Inge Multibore® 0.9 membranes, 

operated in a dead-end mode. Hollow fiber modules were used in this study. This type of 

modules can provide a large-packed membrane area per unit volume, which makes them 

the most economical and commonly used configuration in SWRO pretreatmen [42]. The 

PESM fibers in the in-out mode were assembled in a module, where the feed flows inside 

the fibers and permeate is collected outside [69]. This system has better hydrodynamic 

flow than the out-in mode [47]. The only difference between the two membranes used in 

this study is the pore size, 100 kDa and 50 kDa. Table 2 summaries details of the UF 

membrane properties used in this investigation.  

Table 2: Technical details of the used UF membranes as given by the manufacturer [70] 

Properties Range 

Capillaries per fibre 7 

Inner diameter 0.9 mm 

Outer diameter 4.0 mm 

Flux rate 60-180 lmh 

Backwash range 230-300 lmh 

TMP for filtration 0.1-1.5 bar 

TMP for backwash 0.3-3 bar 

Temperature range 0-40 °C 

pH tolerance 1-13 

Free chlorine tolerance Max. 200 mg/L 
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3.8.3 Filtration protocol 

In constant flow experiments (Section 4.2), all filtration experiments contain 24 cycles, 1 

cycle include 30 min filtration and 1 min backwash. The backwash was using permeate 

water. Constant flow experiments used 130 L/m2h in filtration, 260 L/m2h in backwash. 

 

3.9 Reverse Osmosis experiments 

3.9.1 Feed water for filtration tests 

Four types of feed water were prepared for the RO membranes filtration tests: 1) 

Seawater added BOM after MF (1.0 μm); 2) Seawater added BOM after UF 50 kDa; 3) 

Seawater added BOM after coagulation with Fe 6mg/L and UF 50 kDa; 4) Milli-Q water 

(Blank control).  First type of feed water was filtered through a 1.0 μm filter. Because 

particulate TEP (larger than 0.4 μm) normally can be removed by conventional and 

membrane pretreatments (such as dual media filters and MF/UF) before RO filtration, 

particulate TEP was not considered to be the main focus of potential TEP fouling of RO 

membranes in this study.  

3.9.2 RO membranes 

DOW SW30HR flat sheet membranes with a MWCO of 100 Da were used in the 

filtration tests. Table 3 summaries details of the RO membrane properties used in this 

investigation. 
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Table 3: Technical details of the used RO membranes as given by the manufacturer [71] 

Series SW30HR 

Feed Sea 

Type High Rejection 

pH Range (25°C) 2-11 

Flux (gfd)/psi 17-24/800 

NaCl Rejection 99.6% 

MWCO (Daltons) ~100 

Polymer Polyamide 

 

3.9.3 Filtration protocol 

Flux of permeate was recorded via a digital balance (TE6101, Sartorius) for 10 minutes at 

different time interval, and the collected permeate was recycled back into feed tank after 

flux measurements. A new membrane was used for each experiment to ensure the 

identical initial condition of all tests. Before each experiment, the RO setup was cleaned 

by soaking with 1000 mg/L NaOCl for one hour and forward flushing with Milli-Q water 

afterwards. After cleaning, the new membranes were pre-compacted under the 

experimental conditions for 48 hours, and then the clean water permeability of new 

membranes was determined to confirm the identical initial membrane permeability. 

Experiments were conducted under a constant pressure of 40 bar, a constant cross-flow 

velocity of 0.1 m/S, and a constant temperature of 20 °C. The duration of each 

experiment was 6 days. 
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3.9.4 Analysis of fouled RO membranes 

The fouled membranes were characterized with alcian blue staining.  It was stained with 

alcian blue 8 GX solution (same staining solution used in Section 3.6), and then rinsed 

with Milli-Q water to remove excessed alcian blue.  
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Optimization of coagulation 

To obtain the best effect of coagulation on TEP removal, two different coagulants, ferric 

chloride and aluminum sulfate, were employed. The effects of different dosage and pH 

were investigated. 

 

4.1.1 Effects of ferric chloride dosage 

As shown in Figure 4.1.1, the highest dosing 6 mg Fe/L could already remove 16% and 

10% at an ambient pH for the Red Sea water with and without BOM addition, it indicated 

that 6 mg Fe/L was optimal in terms of DOC reduction. Further increase of Fe dosage to 

8 mg did not significant increase DOC removal. Figure 4.1.2 showed that turbidity would 

increase by coagulant dosage, which was attributed to aggregated particles and thus 

increased turbidity. Figure 4.1.3 showed that measured pH when reactions started. The 

pH was decreased when ferric chloride increased because ferric chloride is acidic. Figure 

4.1.4 showed TEP substance concentration, which was increased when dosing increased. 

This might due to coagulant aggregate colloidal particles, making them bigger than above 

0.4 μm and became particulate TEP.  
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Figure 4.1.1: DOC removal of feed water with different dosages of Fe/L  

 

Figure 4.1.2:  Turbidity of feed water with different dosages of Fe/L  
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Figure 4.1.3: Measured pH of feed water with different dosages of Fe/L  

 

 

Figure 4.1.4: Particulate TEP (>0.4 μm) of feed water with different dosages of Fe/L  
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4.1.2 Optimizing pH of ferric chloride 

On the other hand, the DOC removal could be further optimized by acidifying the feed 

water during coagulation. Figure 4.1.5 showed that the highest DOC reduction of about 

35% was observed at a pH of 5.5 when 4 mg Fe/L was dosed in the Red Sea water.  

Therefore, the optimal condition for DOC removal with FeCl3 was the combination of 6 

mg/L dosage and pH 5.5. Figure 4.1.6 showed that turbidity would increase at pH 5.5, 

which had the same results with DOC removal. The pH was precise at the pH we set 

during reaction. Figure 4.1.7 showed TEP substance concentration, which was increased 

at pH 5.5. This might due to coagulant aggregate colloidal particles, making them bigger 

than 0.4 μm and became particulate TEP. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.5: DOC removal of feed water with dosage of 4 mg Fe/L at different pH  
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Figure 4.1.6: Turbidity of feed water with dosage with 4 mg Fe/L at different pH  

 

 

Figure 4.1.7: Particulate TEP (>0.4 μm) of feed water with dosage 4 mg Fe/L at different 

pH 
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4.1.3 Optimizing dosage of aluminum sulfate 

The effect of different amount of Al dosage on the DOC removal in the Red Sea water 

was much less efficient than Fe (as shown in Fig.4.1.8). The DOC removal was less than 

3% for the seawater with and without BOM. Figure 4.1.9 showed that turbidity did not 

have significant change. Figure 4.1.10 showed pH measured when reactions started. The 

pH decreased when dosing increased due to aluminum sulfate is acidic. Figure 4.1.11 

showed particulate TEP concentration, which also did not have much change like DOC 

removal. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.8: DOC removal of feed water with different dosages of Al/L 
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Figure 4.1.9: Turbidity of feed water with different dosages of Al/L 

 

Figure 4.1.10: Measured pH of feed water with different dosages of Al/L 
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Figure 4.1.11: Particulate TEP (>0.4 μm) of feed water with different dosages of Al/L 

 

4.1.4. Optimizing pH of aluminum sulfate 

However, when the pH was lowered, coagulant 2 mg Al/L also showed a highest DOC 

reduction at pH 5.5, which was similar with Fe coagulation (as shown in Figure 4.1.12). 

Figure 4.1.13 showed that turbidity would increase at pH 5.5. The pH was precise at the 

pH we set during reaction. Figure 4.1.14 showed TEP substance concentration, which 

was no difference by different pH.  
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Figure 4.1.12: DOC removal of feed water with dosage of 2 mg Al/L at different pH 

 

 

Figure 4.1.13: Turbidity of feed water with dosage of 2 mg Al/L at different pH 
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Figure 4.1.14: Particulate TEP (>0.4 μm) of feed water of 2 mg Al/L at different pH 

 

Therefore, FeCl3 was better than Al2(SO4)3 in terms of DOC reduction from the TEP 

mixed seawater. 

 

4.2 TEP removal by UF combined with coagulation  

4.2.1 Effect of coagulation conditions on UF fouling potential 

MFI-UF values with different coagulation conditions are shown in Figure 4.2.1, 

indicating its corresponding fouling potential. MFI-UF gradually decreased when the 

amount of dosed coagulant increased. The reduction in MFI-UF may be due to an 

increase in aggregate size, resulting in a higher cake/gel porosity [37]. Aggregates formed 

a porous deposit layer with low specific cake resistance and consequently led to low 

MFI-UF values. When coagulant was added to seawater containing TEP/TEP precursors, 
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iron reacts with the dissolved TEP precursors, changing the properties in such a way that 

the specific resistance (α) of the BOM cake/gel layer was reduced. The reduction value of 

MFI-UF was decreasing while the coagulant dosage was increasing. 

 

Figure 4.2.1: Effect of coagulation on fouling potential of seawater and TEP substances at 

fixed mixing condition and filtration through 100 kDa and 50 kDa UF membranes. 

 

4.2.2 UF membrane fouling 

Seawater and Seawater mixed BOM 

Transmembrane pressure (TMP) during of 100 kDa UF membrane in the first 2 hours and 

last 2 hours are presented in Figure 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. It was obvious that BOM would 

cause serious fouling on UF membrane. Furthermore, the 100 kDa had more serious 

fouling on same situation. 
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Figure 4.2.2: TMP as a function of time for different UF feeds during 100 kDa and 50 

kDa membranes on the BOM concentration 2.5 mg/L in first 2 hours at constant flux 130 

L/m2h 

 

 

Figure 4.2.3: TMP as a function of time for different UF feeds during 100 kDa and 50 

kDa membranes on the BOM concentration 2.5 mg/L in last 2 hours at constant flux 130 

L/m2h 
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Seawater mixed BOM with different coagulants dosage 

TMP of 100 kDa in first 2 hours and last 2 hours are presented in Figure 4.2.4 and 4.2.5. 

It shows that the pressure escalation slows down and behaves more steadily with the 

increase in coagulant concentration. It indicated that the addition of coagulant enhanced 

the performance of UF membranes. Membrane fouling was mainly due to the build-up of 

a cake layer on the membrane surface. When there was no coagulation, small particles 

could penetrate the membrane’s pores and block them internally in shorter time [72]. It 

was observed that the 0.5 mg Fe/L dosage was enough to give substantially reduce UF 

fouling, which makes it a preferable option for this membrane.  

Similar fouling propensity was also observed when 50 kDa UF membrane was used ( 

Figure 4.2.6 and 4.2.7). A difference as what was found on 100 kDa membranes, 0.2 mg 

Fe/L coagulant dose was enough to give good performance of this membrane. 

Coagulation assisted in building up a porous cake layer on the membrane surface 

protecting the membrane from internal blocking.  

However, 50 kDa showed a less fouling than 100 kDa, which suggested that 100 kDa 

membranes were easier to be fouled than 50 kDa membranes. It was probably due the 

particles size of the feed water. Figure 4.2.8 shows the particles size distribution of 

different feed water by Nano Sizer LM20 machine. It showed that the particles size of the 

feed water was more around 100 kDa pore size than 50 kDa pore size. By scanning 

electron microscope (SEM), we had known that 100 kDa membrane pore size was near 

100 nm, 50 kDa membrane pore size was near 50 nm (Figure 4.2.9). The particles may 
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block into the pore of 100 kDa membrane directly so it had a higher TMP than 50 kDa 

membrane. To support this point, other experiments still need to be investigated.  

 

 

Figure 4.2.4: TMP as a function of time for different feed water through 100 kDa UF 

membranes on the BOM concentration 2.5 mg/L in first 2 hours at constant flux 130 

L/m2h 
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Figure 4.2.5: TMP as a function of time for different UF feeds through 100 kDa UF 

membranes on the BOM concentration 2.5 mg/L in last 2 hours at constant flux 130 

L/m2h 

 

Figure 4.2.6: TMP as a function of time for different UF feeds through 50 kDa UF 

membranes on the BOM concentration 2.5 mg/L in first 2 hours at constant flux 130 

L/m2h 
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Figure 4.2.7: TMP as a function of time for different UF feeds through 50 kDa UF 

membranes on the BOM concentration 2.5 mg/L in last 2 hours at constant flux 130 

L/m2h 

 

Figure 4.2.8: Particles size distribution of different feed water 

 

Figure 4.2.9: SEM image shows pores sizes of the inner face of inside-out different UF 

100 kDa (left) and UF 50 kDa (right) 
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4.2.3 Coagulation-UF permeate water quality  

Particulate TEP (Figure 4.2.10) and Colloidal TEP (Figure 4.2.11) were total removed 

after UF. The TOC also removed a lot after UF (Figure 4.2.12). Indicating UF is a good 

treatment on removing TEP and preventing them to entering the possible downstream 

SWRO. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4.2.13, although the feed water turbidity 

increased by dosage due to the formed flocs, while turbidity of permeate were 

substantially reduced to 0.5–1 NTU after filtration with both UF membranes. The 

increase of turbidity after adding coagulants was reasonable because more coagulants 

should aggregate more particles. It was reported that a higher dosage of coagulant 

produce a higher turbidity and increase the removing efficiency in UF [73].  

 

 

Figure 4.2.10: Particulate TEP (>0.4 μm) removal after coagulation followed by UF 
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Figure 4.2.11: Colloidal TEP (0.1-0.4 μm) removal after coagulation followed by UF 

 

Figure 4.2.12: TOC removal of coagulation and UF 

 

Figure 4.2.13: Turbidity of different feed water after coagulation and UF 

 

The chromatograms before and after UF pretreatment for water with 0.2 mg Fe/L, 0.5 mg 

Fe/L, 1 mg Fe/L, and 6 mg Fe/L are shown in Figure 4.2.14, 4.2.15, 4.2.16, and 4.2.17, 

respectively. LC-OCD only measure the dissolve organic carbon by applying a 0.45 μm 

filtration on the samples, so part of biopolymer and humics in feed water were removed 

after coagulation and UF in 100 kDa and 50 kDa, indicating that they were either 

aggregated via coagulation or rejected by the UF membranes. The increase of particulate 

TEP by coagulation (Figure 4.2.10) indicated that some TEP precursors aggregated to 

form particulate TEP. The reduction of TEP precursors via coagulation might be crucial 
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in terms of UF membrane fouling, because the small size of TEP precursors could make 

them trapped into the membrane pores or forming a more compact cake layer than 

particulate TEP. The 50 kDa had a better removing effect then 100 kDa due to the pore 

size. Reduction in organic carbon concentration was mainly due to a reduction in 

biopolymers and humics, and the low molecular weight substances were not affected by 

coagulation dosage and UF pore size. When no coagulant was added, 50 kDa had the 

highest removal of biopolymers followed by 100 kDa (Figure 4.2.18). The reduction in 

biopolymers in the absence of coagulant may be just due to the size exclusion of 

membranes. Bernhardt et al. [74] suggested that extracellular dissolved organic matter aid 

flocculation by bridging at appropriate surface coverage. All of 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 6 mg Fe/L 

coagulant dosage improve the biopolymer and humics removal. 

Although there was not much TMP difference among 0.5 mg Fe/L, 1 mg Fe/L and 6 mg 

Fe/L using 100 kDa UF membrane (Figure 4.2.4) and 50k UF membrane (Figure 4.2.5), 

but it still shows a significant difference in biopolymer and humics in the LC-OCD 

analysis (Figure 4.2.19). It may point out that although UF could not have good removal 

efficiency on dissolved organic carbon, the coagulation could. The 0.2 mg Fe/L or 0.5 mg 

Fe/L were the optimize dosage in controlling UF fouling, the UF permeate under different 

coagulation may have different fouling potential in downstream RO membranes. Section 

4.3 reported the fouling situation in the RO membrane with each dosage of coagulant 

pretreatment. 
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Figure 4.2.14: LC-OCD chromatograms of seawater + BOM solution (2.5 mg/L) and 

after 0.2 mg Fe/L coagulation–UF 
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Figure 4.2.15: LC-OCD chromatograms of seawater + BOM solution (2.5 mg/L) and 

after 0.5 mg Fe/L coagulation–UF 
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Figure 4.2.16: LC-OCD chromatograms of seawater + BOM solution (2.5 mg/L) and 

after 1 mg Fe/L coagulation–UF 
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Figure 4.2.17: LC-OCD chromatograms of seawater + BOM solution (2.5 mg/L) and 
after 6 mg Fe/L coagulation–UF 
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Figure 4.2.18: LC-OCD chromatograms of seawater + BOM solution (2.5 mg/L) and 

after UF 
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Figure 4.2.19: LC-OCD chromatograms of seawater + BOM solution (2.5 mg/L) after 

different dosage of coagulation and filtered by UF 50 kDa membrane  
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4.3 RO membranes fouling with different pretreated seawater 

Figure 4.3.1 shows the normalized flux decline of different feed waters: blank control 

(MQ), seawater + BOM after MF (1.0 μm), seawater added BOM after UF 50 kDa and 

seawater added BOM after coagulation with 6 mg Fe/L and UF 50 kDa. As shown in the 

figure, normalized flux decreased from 100% to around 49% after a six-day filtration 

period with solutions of seawater added BOM after MF. RO membranes experienced a 

fast flux decline at the first twelve hours (from 100% to around 80%) when feed water 

was not pretreated by coagulation and UF. The flux decline was likely caused by the 

adsorption of TEP precursor substances smaller than 1.0 μm onto the RO membranes, 

and indicated a formation of cake layer on the surface of RO membranes. 

However, seawater mixed BOM after UF with 50 kDa membrane only decreased from 

100% to 66% at the same time. Moreover, the seawater added BOM after coagulation 

with 6 mg Fe/L and UF with 50 kDa membrane only decreased from 100% to around 

78%. This indicated that intergraded coagulation and UF process a good pre-treatment 

choice to remove TEP/TEP precursors.  

 

Figure 4.3.1: Normalized flux declines of RO tests with different feed water. 
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RO membrane samples were stained by alcian blue to visualize the TEP fouling on the 

membrane surface (Figure 4.3.2). All membranes besides MQ were covered by TEP 

substances (indicated as the alcian blue stained substances) after 6-days of filtration.  

It could observe that seawater + BOM pretreated by an integrated coagulation-UF process 

showed less fouling loading than other feed waters.  
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                                         (a)                                                     (b) 

 

(c)                                                       (d) 

Figure 4.3.2: Alcian blue stained DOW SW30 membranes for filtering (a) MQ. (b) 

Seawater mixed BOM after MF 1.0 μm. (c) Seawater mixed BOM after UF 50 kDa. (d) 

Seawater mixed BOM after coagulation with 6 mg Fe/L and UF 50 kDa.  
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS 

Bacterial organic matter harvested from the marine bacteria P. atlantica was containing a 

significant amount of TEP/TEP precursors. Bacterial TEP and TEP precursors had a high 

fouling potential as measured by MFI-UF. Two coagulants had been tested on removing 

TEP, namely ferric chloride and aluminum sulfate. By using different dosing and pH, we 

found that ferric chloride had a better removal effect on bacterial TEP and TEP 

precursors. Therefore in the coagulation + UF experiments, ferric chloride was used.  

Coagulation substantially reduced UF fouling potential of bacterial TEP and TEP 

precursors. At coagulant dose of 0.2 mg Fe/L and higher, bacterial TEP and TEP 

precursors fouling on UF membranes diminished. At coagulant dose lower than 0.2 mg 

Fe/L, UF fouling potential was marginally reduced as coagulation probably resulted in 

partial complexation of colloidal Fe-biopolymer complexes.     

Although 0.2 mg Fe/L or 0.5 mg Fe/L were enough to control UF fouling, feed water still 

had significant amount of TEP precursors compared with 1 and 6 mg Fe/L. In other 

words, they might have different fouling potential on RO membranes. Further RO 

experiments had been investigated. Results showed that if the feed water is pretreated 

with MF only, the flux declined from 100% to 49% after 6 days. However, if feed water 

is pretreated using a UF 50 kDa membrane, the flux declined from 100% to 66%. If 

coagulation with 6 mg/L ferric chloride + UF 50 kDa membrane is used, the flux declined 

from 100% to 78% only. This result indicates that an integrated coagulation + UF process 

had a better performance in removing TEP/TEP precursors, hence better fouling control. 
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This study confirmed that the use of coagulation + UF as pretreatment for SWRO 

systems had several advantages, mainly providing very high and stable quality feed water 

with low turbidity and TEP concentration to RO membranes. TEP and part of TEP 

precursors were removed by the combination of coagulation and UF treatment. With the 

increase of coagulant dosage, more TEP precursors could be removed. However, 

considering the economic aspects, the optimal dosage should be determined according to 

the performance of SWRO downstream.  
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